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According to IDC, Q3 2019 cloud infrastructure (for both private and public clouds) revenues are
down by -1.8% Y-o-Y as the overall IT infrastructure markets continues to experience
weakening sales following a strong 2018.

  

The -1.8% Y-o-Y decline is "much softer" than in Q2 2019, as overall spending totals $16.8
billion. As a result, the analyst has slightly increased its forecast for total 2019 cloud
infrastructure spending to $65.4bn, with flat performance compared to 2018.
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The decline in cloud infrastructure spending is the result of the public cloud segment dropping
by -3.7% Y-o-Y to $11.9bn, even if on a Q-o-Q basis spending is up by 24.4%. Since the overall
segment is trending up, it tends to be more volatile quarterly as just a few hyperscale service
providers represent a "significant" part of the public cloud segment.

      

The softness of the public cloud segment aligns with the IDC expectation of 2019 slowdown
after a strong 2018. The analyst predicts overall spending will total $44bn, a decline of -3.3%
from 2018. Despite such softness, public cloud still accounts for most spending on cloud
environments, but its share will decline as demand for private cloud infrastructure increases. In
fact, the analyst says private cloud infrastructure spending shows more stable growth, with Q3
2019 revenues growing by 3.2% Y-o-Y to $5bn. IDC expects overall 2019 growth to reach 7.2%
to $2.14bn.

  

Cloud infrastructure spending is also set to surpass the spending on non-cloud infrastructure. In
Q3 2019 it crossed the 50% mark for the 2nd time since Q3 2018, as it accounts for 53.4% of
vendor revenues. However, IDC predicts it will stay at 49.8% for full-year 2019, with 2020
becoming the tipping point with cloud infrastructure spending staying in the 50+% range.

  

Across the three infrastructure domains, ethernet switches is the only segment to deliver visible
growth in 2019 at 11.2%. Spending on compute platforms is down by -3.1%, while spending on
storage is up by just 0.8%. Compute remains the largest category at $34.1bn.

  

On a geographic basis, W. Europe sees declines in Q3 2019 due to overall weakness, together
with other region ssuch as the US and Latin America. However other regions see growth,
including CEE (4.6% Y-o-Y) and MEA (18.1% Y-o-Y).
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https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS45899920

